NOTICE
This document provides updated information for the DIGITAL DAT loader.

DDS Media Differences
Currently two types of DDS media cartridge shell designs are in the marketplace. Figure 1 contains an illustration of each type.

Figure 1 DDS Cartridge Shells
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The type A cartridge shell has a smooth surface on the side, while type B has a slotted design. The type B cartridge was designed to provide a better grip surface. While a good ergonomic design for manually loading and unloading a DDS tape drive, the type B does not perform as reliably in the TLZ6L Autoloader as the type A. Because of the growing application of autoloaders, some manufactures will be phasing out the type B design.
Digital media ensures your data is safe and error free. Digital’s DDS media is tested and certified to our high quality specifications. Digital’s cartridges are designed to meet or exceed the Data Grade DDS-format standards, and through the use of Digital’s media you always get optimized performance and reliability from your Digital storage devices. Trust your data to be safe on Digital’s TLZ06 and TLZ04 cartridges.

(TO ORDER, PLEASE CALL 1-800-DIGITAL)

DIGITAL DDS CARTRIDGES 1.3GB 60meter 5 per box order: TLZ04-CB
DIGITAL DDS CARTRIDGES 2.0GB 90meter 5 per box order: TLZ06-CB
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